
Genius 2071 

Chapter 2071 2076-Sudden Changes! 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

As the cold wind blew, the leaves fell, and the entire environment became extremely cold, as if it was 

going to freeze the blood in one's body. 

"What?" 

Ye chen had already deeply felt this. Even with his extraordinary Foundation, the blood flow in his body 

was slowing down. If an ordinary itinerant immortal were to encounter such an environment, they 

would probably be unable to move and could only wait for death! 

"Owwuuu!" 

The wolf howl sounded again, familiar yet strange. What was familiar was that it was the same Wolf, but 

what was unfamiliar was the extreme killing intent hidden in the voice, making it sound terrifying and 

cold. It did not have the long breath from before, and it had lost its previous flavor. 

"Ha, is this your true face, Guardian?" 

Ye chen sneered and stood with his hands behind his back. This was the worst way of defense. It 

completely exposed his own flaws but it also showed ye Chen's arrogance and unparalleled power! 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

His ancient God energy bloomed, and tornadoes immediately shot out, instantly extinguishing the cold 

killing intent. 

This was equivalent to accepting the Guardian's challenge! 

"At such a young age, you are the most arrogant person I have ever seen!" 

"You're not the first person I've seen to be defeated by such a powerful being!" 

"Hahaha!" 

It was the protector's turn to burst into laughter, filling the entire space. He didn't expect the person in 

front of him to ignore him to this extent. Even a genius didn't have the right to be arrogant in front of 

him. 

"Owwuuu!" 

With the White Wolf's long howl, the old man appeared with a sword on his back. 

"Young man, I've said it before. Once you step into this forest, you won't have a chance." 

"Protector, if you block my path, the celestial Thearch's sword will show no mercy!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 
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With a shocking explosion, the celestial Thearch sword reappeared in ye Chen's hand. Light shot out in 

all directions, and the sun and moon fell into darkness! 

Wisps of Dragon Qi seeped out from the celestial Thearch sword, shaking the universe and raging all 

over! 

"Hahaha, what an imposing manner. However, it's useless in front of me!" 

The old man wielded his sword at the same time. It was a rusty ancient sword. To ordinary people, it 

looked like scrap metal. However, ye chen squinted his eyes. He did not see the surface but the inner 

core. 

His opponent's sword was also extraordinary, but it was filled with killing intent. This killing intent 

turned into vengeful spirits that could not only devour the opponent but also the person holding the 

sword. It was clear that this old man had his own story. 

But no matter what his story was, whoever blocked the path of the Emperor would die! 

"Ah!" 

"Die!" With a furious roar, the old man's aura exploded, and the surrounding ancient trees were all 

broken and turned into dust. 

The earth trembled and the sky cracked. For a moment, the world was filled with gloomy clouds and 

ghostly light. 

Ye chen could clearly feel that this person's cultivation base was above his expectations. He was a true 

immortal, a high-tier true immortal! 

This person was the strongest he had ever seen. However, ye chen smiled slightly in excitement. This 

was a challenge and also an opportunity. 

"Hahaha, protector, you've piqued my interest. Since that's the case, I'll welcome your defeat with the 

most brilliant light!" 

The heaven and earth were enraged, the air of arrogance rushed to the nine Heavens, and the air of 

Nine Dragons descended to the netherworld! 

I'm the only one in the nine Heavens and nine earths! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

As ye chen released his energy, heaven and earth rumbled with Thunder and boundless flames of fury 

burned wildly! 

"You're indeed an unparalleled genius. I'll accept your invitation!" 

The old man's ancient sword suddenly appeared, and the space was cut off by the sword light. The 

energy flowed through the different space like a dragon, and its power was indescribable! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 



All of a sudden, sword Qi burst out from the earth vein like a Hidden Dragon emerging from the abyss, 

shocking the world. 

"Roar!" 

The sword Qi transformed into the shape of a Dragon and charged toward ye chen. 

Ye chen stood on his own with his hands behind his back, the celestial Thearch sword in front of him. 

"Swish!" 

The celestial Thearch sword flew up on its own, and the sword Qi couldn't be traced! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Ye Chen's figure did not move. The sword Qi had already collided with the Dragon form thousands of 

times. Countless sparks flew and the power exploded. Such a sword technique was superb! 

The two of them were shocked by each other's cultivation base, especially The Guardian. No matter how 

imaginative he was, he could not imagine that ye chen could block the sword just now with his 

Mahayana realm cultivation base. 

"What a pity, such a genius is going to die at my hands!" 

"Hahaha, why are you sighing? you are the only one on the road to the netherworld!" 

Ye chen laughed maniacally. After the previous attack, he had already estimated the cultivation base of 

the person before him. It was indeed shocking. 

If he did not break through his own limits, ye chen knew that he would die without a doubt if he were to 

face such an expert! 

"Life and death are determined by fate, the will of the heavens is mine!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The Demon's Eye reappeared between ye Chen's brows. Heaven and earth were shocked and the world 

was turned upside down! 

He released his full power. His ancient God Power soared into the sky and the ancient God's massive 

figure appeared behind ye chen. 

When the heavenly Dao sensed this power, it could no longer calm its anger because ye chen had 

deliberately triggered it. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The heavenly Dao divine Thunder exploded wildly. Ye chen was the one who had triggered the heavenly 

Tribulation! 

It had been many days since he had advanced to the Mahayana realm. During this time, he had 

absorbed too much energy and had long had the foundation to ascend. However, he had been 

compressing these foundations. Today was the moment when they burst with the strongest light. 



"Glory to the Emperor!" 

With a loud roar, ye chen transformed into a true dragon and soared into the sky. 

Seeing this scene, the old man's face turned pale with fright. The person in front of him was actually 

going to trigger the Supreme Heavenly Tribulation. Was he going to fight him while transcending the 

Tribulation? 

"Brat, do you look down on me so much that you want to rely on the heavenly Tribulation to escape? I 

don't think you can survive this Heavenly Tribulation, and I'm not afraid of your Heavenly Tribulation. 

Today, I'll let you see a true expert!" 

A dark light was released from the protector's glabella. Instantly, his eyes turned Scarlet, and his entire 

temperament changed. 

"Owwuuu!" 

The old man actually let out a howl like a White Wolf. His sword Qi traveled ninety thousand li, and his 

Divine Art evolved into ten million peaks! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The sword Qi filled the sky like raindrops. It was ye Chen's first time seeing such a dense attack of sword 

Qi. This person's control of the sword had already surpassed ordinary people's imagination. 

"Hahaha, this is great!" 

The more extreme the situation was, the more ye Chen's greatest potential could be stimulated. The 

pride of the celestial Thearch and the absolute power of the ancient gods erupted at this moment. 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen roared at the highest point of the sky and released all his might. Suddenly, a powerful pillar of 

light shot toward the divine thunder in the sky, crushing the power of many heavenly Dao divine 

Thunder. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

When the heavenly Dao sensed ye Chen's heaven-defying act, the Furious Thunder soared to the nine 

Heavens, leaving no survivors! 

This was the first time the heavenly Emperor ye chen had faced such a violent heavenly Dao divine 

Thunder and such a mysterious swordsman's divine power at the same time. The excitement and 

murderous intent in his heart had reached their peak. 

"Peerless ancient God centipede Dragon Wolf appears!" 

"Owwuuu!" 

With a long howl, the Big Dipper Emperor star, Xuanji greed, appeared! 

Chapter 2072 Pangu's Slash Breaks The Heavens! 
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Boom, boom, boom! 

In the sky, the celestial Wolf revealed itself. Endless Starlight poured into ye Chen's body. 

"Owwuuu!" 

The sky Wolf roared, and the surroundings shook. 

The astral energy in the void was infused endlessly. It was ye Chen's first time feeling the power of the 

stars so surging. It was a completely different feeling from before. This was a qualitative change. 

"What?" 

Sensing the unparalleled stars on ye Chen's body, the White Wolf swordsman's eyes turned cold. The 

sword Qi in his body soared into the sky, no longer holding back. 

"It seems that I have underestimated you!" 

"You're underestimating me? Hahaha, White Wolf elder, I will make you tremble in fear!" 

Ye chen laughed coldly. The sword in his hand was like the bright moon that emerged from seclusion, 

unstoppable. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The sword Qi tore through the air and the air exploded. The tearing force forced the White Wolf elder to 

retreat. The wolf sword in his hand let out a low groan. 

"You made my sword let out a low hum. You've already done your best. Leave your name and die!" 

"Divine Emperor ye chen, I'll let you understand how insignificant you are!" 

Ye chen looked up into the sky. The endless divine Thunder had gathered and was targeting him. 

"Come on!" 

He flew up to the nine Heavens to block the divine lightning. 

Seeing this, the White Wolf swordsman sneered and said,""You're already trapped in the heavenly Dao 

of divine Thunder. In this case, you can't even protect yourself, yet you still want to deal with me. What 

a pity, even geniuses will be defeated one day." 

"Then come!" 

Ye chen stood in the midst of the divine lightning. He was not afraid at all. The longsword in his hand 

pointed at the divine lightning in the sky. Instantly, endless divine lightning filled the divine sword, trying 

to tear ye Chen's body apart. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The heavenly Dao divine tribulation continued to tear ye Chen's body apart. It was like a knife twisting 

and an axe chopping. The extreme pain did not make ye chen collapse. Instead, he was alone in it, 

enjoying the joy of Ascension that this pain brought. 



Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The divine lightning continued to bombard the heavenly Sword and then transmitted into ye Chen's 

body. 

"The celestial Emperor ordered the misty divine Thunder to break through a thousand barriers with one 

sword!" 

Behind ye chen, the divine might celestial phenomenon appeared. Four elemental rays surrounded ye 

chen. It was the four symbols of divine might! 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The space-time Fury roar appeared behind ye chen. The endless divine lightning was absorbed by the 

roar. 

"Roar!" 

He let out a painful roar, but at the same time, his eyes were bloodshot. He was already in berserk 

mode. 

As the spacetime raged, the surrounding spacetime froze and then collapsed. All sorts of chaos caused 

the spacetime laws to collapse. In such a world, the White Wolf elder had no advantage at all. 

"What's going on?" 

Due to the shattering of time and space, the White Wolf swordsman's judgment of his surroundings was 

greatly affected. He could not even find ye Chen's real body because he had seen too many ye Chens in 

the countless shattered time and space. He could not determine which one was the true initiator of the 

Law of Time and space. 

"How hateful!" 

The White Wolf elder let out a furious roar. His sword Qi soared into the sky as he tried to break through 

the spacetime by force. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Although his sword Qi had also shattered many fragments of space-time, it was nothing compared to 

the collapse of the entire space-time. It was almost impossible for him to stop ye chen from 

transcending the Tribulation now. 

In the light screen of countless space-time fragments, the old man saw ye chen absorbing endless divine 

lightning and defying the heavens. 

"This kid's talent is so powerful, and he still has such a terrifying primeval force in his body. It's really 

unbelievable!" 

At this point, the White Wolf elder had to admit that although he had been mentally prepared, the 

talent that ye chen had displayed had far exceeded his expectations. 

"Since that's the case, I can't wait any longer." 



A beam of light suddenly appeared between the White Wolf elder's brows. Then, the light rose into the 

sky like a shooting star and then collapsed. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Endless sword Qi burst out from the meteor and formed a Space Attack. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Countless space-time was shattered, but the explosion of the sword Qi did not show any signs of ending. 

He wanted to completely shatter everything. 

At this moment, ye chen also sensed the White Wolf elder's crazy actions. This person's strength was 

also above his expectations. Therefore, the only thing he could do now was to succeed in transcending 

the Tribulation! 

"Ah!" 

With a loud shout, the ancient God Power in his body was completely awakened. 

The boundless ancient God's shadow appeared and instantly suppressed the world. His divine power 

shook the universe! 

"What?" 

The White Wolf elder was stunned when he saw the ancient God's shadow behind ye chen through the 

space-time fragment. He could not imagine what kind of cultivation technique this kid cultivated to have 

such a shocking effect! 

"Is this kid the heavenly mandate?" 

He had no choice but to think this way. What he was seeing was beyond his imagination. 

In the sky, ye chen merged into the ancient God Space between the ancient God's brows through the 

space-time fragment. He transformed into an ancient God and resisted the might of the heavenly 

Tribulation. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

In the air, the heavenly Dao sensed ye Chen's change and changed again. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Countless imprints of immortal spells appeared in the void, triggering the divine Thunder of the nine 

Heavens and combining it with the law of the true immortals. The power of the heavenly Dao erupted. 

"This!" 

The White Wolf elder was once again shocked by the shocking change on the screen. 

"This brat is only at the Mahayana realm, but he can actually trigger the heavenly Dao to release the 

rules of true immortality. Could it be that he is already equivalent to a true immortal in the heavenly 

Dao ranking?" 



This was absolutely inconceivable. The gap between the Mahayana realm and the genuine immortal 

realm was simply impossible to smile at. This was not a problem of being thousands of miles apart, but 

two completely different worlds! 

However, how could the heavenly Dao value the person in front of him so much that it would launch 

such an inhumane Heavenly Tribulation? 

The old man couldn't explain. This was beyond his understanding. 

Just as the old man was deep in thought, the wind and clouds started to stir in the void again! 

The ancient God transformed into the shape of Pangu, and the shadow of the heaven splitting axe 

actually appeared in his hand. 

"Ah!" 

The ancient God roared like a dragon. Although it was only a Phantom, the power it condensed was 

enough to shake the heavens and earth. 

"The power of Pangu's creation of heaven and earth is world-shaking!" 

It turned out that ye Chen's absorption of the Emperor star celestial Wolf's power had caused a 

qualitative change in his ancient God Power. He now had the qualifications to be a two-star ancient God. 

Although it was only a qualification, it had already allowed ye Chen's ancient God Power to develop by 

leaps and bounds. 

"Slash"! 

When Pangu split open the sky, he could shock the heavens and earth, while he could kill the ghosts and 

gods! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The heavens trembled, and the sun and moon screens shattered. This was the wrath of the gods, and at 

the same time, it was a heaven-defying act. 

The entire firmament crumbled, and all the spacetime light screens were destroyed! 

This slash transcended the boundaries of time and space, transcended realms and cultivation. It was the 

ancient God's wrath of heaven and earth, a Blood River that spanned 90000 li! 

Everything froze, and there was no movement. It was as if the world was dead at this moment! 

The White Wolf elder's eyes widened and he was dumbfounded! 

At this moment, he used all his strength to open his eyes and saw that the sky was clear and the divine 

Thunder was gone! 

Chapter 2073 The Beast Realm! 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 
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The immortal spell's electric light condensed unparalleled and continued to gather on ye Chen's body. 

His appearance continued to change and the heavenly Emperor's shadow continued to appear. 

The celestial Emperor's seven forms were extremely overbearing! 

"Ah!" 

With a furious roar, the entire space shattered completely. The damage caused by the spacetime Fury 

blast was completely restored and the normal world appeared. The White Wolf elder finally saw ye 

Chen's true body. 

However, the ye chen She saw now was not the same as before. Whether it was his appearance, figure, 

or the overbearing aura, everything had changed! 

"I didn't stop you before!" 

The divine Thunder of celestial energy exploded, shaking the entire world. 

"Ah?" 

The White Wolf elder's heart trembled. His eyes revealed a look of fear, and his entire person was 

stunned. 

As a true immortal, the White Wolf elder himself couldn't believe that he would be so intimidated by a 

loose immortal. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The White Wolf elder shook his head slightly. 

"Sigh, heroes come from the young, and geniuses shake the ancient times!" 

"White Wolf elder, do you still want to fight?" 

Ye chen looked at the old man coldly. The old man was ashamed. 

"You're a proud son of the heavens. I'm getting old. " 

The White Wolf elder bowed slightly to ye chen and left. 

He looked at the old man's lonely figure. He had already lost the right to guard the beast territory. He 

was finally going to walk his own path. 

"Mm ..." 

Ye chen did not stop him. He wanted to pass through the beast Realm. Since the other party was no 

longer pestering him, there was no need to start a massacre. 

After ascending to the itinerant immortal realm, ye chen felt that his meridians had completely evolved 

and had fused with the ancient God Power to a new height. The biggest gain this time was naturally the 

awakening of the celestial Emperor's seven stars. 



The Dubhe greedy Wolf star had given ye chen a transformation. Not only did it allow him to ascend to 

the itinerant immortal realm, but it also gave ye chen the possibility of advancing to a two-star ancient 

God. 

"The beast territory!" 

Starlight gathered and a huge sword of stars appeared under ye Chen's feet. He stepped on the spirit 

sword and flew into the nine Heavens. 

The beast Realm was a very special place on the nether prison continent. The cultivators here basically 

all cultivated beast souls. 

The White Wolf elder from before had cultivated the White Wolf beast soul. Although he had not 

displayed his full strength, ye chen could feel the White Wolf beast soul in his body moving restlessly. 

"Eh? Barrier!" 

As he flew, ye chen felt a barrier appear in the void in front of him. Upon closer inspection, this barrier 

was filled with waves of dark energy, including the White Wolf elder's sword energy. 

"What's going on?" 

This enchantment should be formed by some kind of balancing power. Sword Qi and dark energy, this 

kind of mutual restraint and mutual support, how was it formed? 

Since there was dark energy, it meant that it was related to the dark spirits. After all, as an existence in 

the underworld that could be an enemy of the underworld God temple, it must have its own secrets. 

"Go!" 

Ye chen opened his mouth and spat out a ray of sword Qi. 

In the process of advancing, the sword Qi condensed the power of stars and turned into a starry sky 

sword, which was unstoppable. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The power of the stars crashed into the dark energy barrier, and suddenly, the world shook, and the sun 

and moon lost their color. 

Affected by the tremors, many experts from the realm of beasts appeared. 

"Who dares to cause trouble in the beast region?" 

The newcomer was a man in green clothes made of animal skin. He looked to be in his thirties or forties 

and was very energetic. 

"I'm going to pass through your beast territory. Remove the barrier immediately!" 

Ye chen said. 

"Hahaha, Who Do You Think You Are? how dare you be so arrogant in our beast territory?" 



At that moment, another Beastman of medium build with a wretched appearance appeared and called 

out to ye chen. 

"What?" 

A cold glint appeared between ye Chen's brows. His eyes flashed and two streams of stellar sword Qi 

shot out. 

Now, after absorbing the power of the ravenous Wolf, ye Chen's entire body could emit the stellar 

sword Qi at will. 

Buzz, buzz!" 

The two sword Qi passed through, and the man's legs instantly went soft, and he knelt on the ground. 

"You, you!" 

The man's face contorted in pain. His legs were still crippled by ye Chen's sword Qi, and his knees were 

completely shattered. 

Many of the orc cultivators shuddered at the sight. 

The one who spoke so arrogantly before was a loose immortal with a bit of fame in their tribe. They 

didn't expect that he would lose the ability to resist after being hit by the other party. How strong was 

this person? 

"The enchantment here is an agreement between us and the evil spirit. If we remove it without 

permission, it will trigger a riot of the evil energy. We will die without a burial place. Please forgive us for 

not following your orders!" 

The young man said. 

"Ha, wherever I go, I Leave No Trace of evil. If you're afraid of evil spirits, then you should be afraid of 

me!" 

"Do you want to make an enemy out of the entire tribe?" 

"I don't care who you are or how many of you are ants in my eyes!" 

"You!" 

The young man was furious. He did not expect ye chen to be so overbearing. A long sword appeared in 

his hand. The long sword was curved like a Python's tongue. It was very strange. 

"Since that's the case, don't blame me for not showing you any mercy!" 

"Ha!" 

Ye chen sneered and took a step forward. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Suddenly, the sword energy on the ground exploded. Countless sword lights rushed out from the ground 

and surrounded the young man. 



"Ah?" 

Seeing this scene, everyone was shocked. They discovered that the person in front of them had the 

capital to be arrogant. His strength was unfathomable. 

"The moment I came here, you should know that the White Wolf elder has already been defeated. If you 

still dare to stop me, aren't you courting death?" 

"This!" 

Many of the tribe's powerhouses looked shocked. They were very clear about the White Wolf elder's 

strength. In fact, this barrier was the result of the White Wolf elder's negotiation with the evil spirit, but 

he had actually lost. Was there any need for them to struggle? 

They were all frightened and looked at ye chen with respect. 

"Ah!" 

At this time, the young man shouted angrily, and his body emitted countless green qi. Then, the Qi 

condensed into a green python, which was his beast soul. 

"Kill!" 

With a loud explosion, the man charged at ye Chen's sword energy barrier. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

However, he suffered a strong backlash from the stellar sword Qi. Several sword Qi rushed out and the 

young man lost an arm. 

"Pfft!" 

Then, the young man fell from the sky due to the vibration of the sword Qi. 

A mouthful of blood spurted out from his mouth. The young man's face was full of disbelief. He finally 

understood that the person who could defeat the White Wolf elder was not someone he could deal 

with. 

"Aren't you going to make way?" 

"Ah ..." Everyone looked at each other. They were only a small tribe in the beast Realm and could not 

afford to offend a Big Shot like ye chen. They looked frightened and then looked at one person. 

At this moment, an old man walked up. He was an elder of this tribe. 

"We had eyes but failed to recognize Mount Tai and offended the venerable one. I apologize to the 

venerable one on behalf of all the people in the tribe!" 

He knelt on the ground and kowtowed to ye chen. 

"Don't talk nonsense. Immediately remove the barrier." 

"Venerable one, the power of this boundary was created by the evil spirit. Although we can open the 

formation eye, we can't break the formation!" 



"Ha, all you need to do is open the eye of the formation!" 

"Yes!" 

Chapter 2074 The Beast Taming Tribe! 

The experts arrived at a secret place, which was the core of the tribe's array. 

They all released their tribe's divine abilities and began to send power towards the eye of the formation. 

Soon, countless dark powers were released from the eye of the formation and began to attack the 

surroundings. Even the experts were sent flying. 

After such a shock, they all retreated, not daring to move forward. 

"Venerable one, this formation is too powerful. Its evil energy is invincible, and we dare not approach it. 

Now that the formation's eye has been opened, please deal with it, venerable one!" 

"There's nothing for you guys to do now, step back!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone obeyed ye Chen's order and retreated. 

Da, da, da!" 

Ye chen walked with his hands behind his back. Step by step, the seven stars formation was formed. 

The Grand formation triggered the seven stars in the sky. The light of the stars descended and poured 

into ye Chen's body. This phenomenon amazed the powerhouses of the tribes and they all showed 

expressions of worship. Ye Chen's strength and surprise made them feel like a god had descended to the 

mortal world. 

The Light of the Seven stars bloomed, and between heaven and earth, there was no longer any sunlight. 

It was as if they had fallen into endless darkness. 

At the same time, the dark energy in the eye of the array sensed the danger and began to condense. 

"Roar!" 

With an angry roar, everyone trembled and retreated again. They saw an evil creature appear in the eye 

of the array. This evil creature had two horns on its head and its eyes were burning with evil fire. It was 

like a beast from hell, absorbing everyone's soul. 

"Ah!" 

A painful cry rang out. Those who didn't have a strong foundation were shocked by this evil creature. 

They continued to absorb their soul power and were in great pain. 

"Mm ..." 

Ye Chen's cold eyes narrowed as he stomped on the ground. Suddenly, the ravenous Wolf's light 

transformed into a sword and charged at the evil creature. 

"Roar!" 
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The evil being sensed the power of the sword aura of greedy Wolf. It summoned the wind and rain. The 

powerful evil energy roared and turned into a cloud of black energy, charging toward ye chen. 

However, how could such an evil thing stop the Emperor star greed? 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The sword Qi caused the evil energy to dissipate, and a loud boom shook the surroundings. 

The entire array eye collapsed under the bombardment of the sword Qi of greedy Wolf, and the dark 

energy array also collapsed from the sky. 

"This dark energy formation may look like it's protecting your tribe, but it's actually constantly absorbing 

your soul power. Now, I'll solve it for you!" 

"Thank you, venerable! Thank you, venerable!" 

Countless powerhouses knelt down and bowed to ye chen, thanking him for his heroic feat. 

This was only a small tribe in the beast Realm. It was not a place he should stay. After breaking the 

formation, ye chen flew away. 

Looking down at the beast Realm from the sky, they discovered that there were many rifts in front of 

them. Miasma filled the rifts, as if they were a partition from the sky. It just so happened to block the 

range of movement of the people from the small tribes. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

When they arrived at the Rift Valley, miasma rose into the sky, forming a natural isolation belt. 

Ye chen landed in front of the rift and sensed the nature of the miasma. He found that the miasma was 

not completely natural and contained a very strong evil energy. 

"It seems like the evil spirits have great control over the beast territory. Even the core of the beast 

territory is under their control!" 

After entering the beast Realm and seeing many unusual situations, ye chen could not help but think so. 

The barrier of the beast Realm before him was the second obstacle that blocked ye Chen's way. 

"Telepathic finger!" 

Ye Chen's finger force shot out, carrying a powerful divine will and directly rushed into the rift Valley. 

The finger force turned into a stream of light and moved forward, constantly shuttling between the 

various spaces of the Rift Valley. The miasma sensed the existence of the finger force and began to 

condense and form, devouring the finger force. 

"Roar!" 

The wind howled like a ferocious beast, wreaking havoc in a frenzy as it tried to devour the finger force 

in front of him. 



However, ye Chen's finger force was full of intelligence. He turned and moved quickly, not giving the 

miasma a chance to devour him. 

After a few rounds, a mass of powerful dark energy condensed in the miasma and turned into a huge 

devouring ring ring ring ring, suppressing everything. 

Through his divine telekinesis, ye chen saw the depths of the miasma Rift. It was unfathomably deep and 

there must be something strange hidden inside. 

On the other side of the Rift Valley was the Suan ni beast tribe of the beast Realm. 

This tribe was one of the largest tribes in the outskirts of the beast territory. Their upper-level elders 

could directly contact the Imperial City of the beast territory, and their status was quite high. 

After many investigations, ye chen was certain that the beast Realm was either controlled by evil spirits 

or had close cooperation with them. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Suddenly, a huge tremor came from the bottom of the Rift Valley. It was a sign that ye Chen's finger 

force had already collapsed. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Suddenly, waves of miasma started to move restlessly, and they started to attack in different directions. 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's sword fingers struck again, trying to destroy the miasma. However, there was too much 

miasma and it was difficult to exterminate all of it. This made him wonder what the intention of the 

miasma was. 

In the chief's Hall of the monster bull tribe. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Suddenly, several miasma appeared in the air and rushed toward one person. 

"Suck ..." 

The man was sitting on the futon with his eyes closed. However, when the miasma arrived, it was all 

absorbed by his nose. 

"Heavenly teacher, what's the situation?" 

The beast taming chieftain, who was sitting on a high seat, asked the people below. 

"Hmm ... Someone's invading!" The man opened his eyes and said to the crowd. 

"What?" 

Hearing these words, everyone was shocked. Their beast taming tribe had extremely high prestige in this 

area and no one had dared to invade them for a long time. They didn't know what kind of divine being 

would dare to invade their tribe so brazenly. 



"Heavenly teacher, who is so bold to invade the beast taming tribe?" 

"Chieftain, the visitor is a human, but he has a very deep foundation. Just a finger force is enough to 

cause a great vibration in the miasma Rift Valley. I think this person's purpose may not be us, but more 

distant!" 

"Heavenly teacher, you mean ..." 

"If I'm not wrong, this person is the human cultivator who shook the entire nether prison, the Taowu ye 

chen!" 

"Ah?" 

Everyone was shocked. They had heard of ye Chen's feat. He was able to destroy the entire nether 

prison evil spirit headquarters by himself. This was very difficult for them. 

"Angel, this person has such a huge grudge against the evil spirits. Could it be that he has discovered our 

cooperation?" 

"Ha, don't panic, chieftain. Since we're cooperating with the beast territory, we naturally have to protect 

the safety of the beast territory. No matter how powerful this person is, as long as he dares to harm the 

beast taming tribe, we'll definitely make sure he won't be able to return!" 

"Thank you, heavenly teacher!" 

The chieftain took the lead, and everyone bowed to the Taoist master. 

The heavenly master smiled, then stood up and walked out of the hall. 

He arrived at an empty land and issued a command to the sky. Then, he rapidly flew toward the center 

of the beast territory. 

"Ye chen, this is interesting. I'll play with you!" 

Beast Taming Master sneered, then flew up and headed toward the Rift Valley. 

In front of the Rift Valley, ye chen was ready to break through the miasma isolation and rush directly 

into the beast taming ground. 

At that moment, a black mist descended from the sky, and a person descended on a black blood 

centipede! 

Chapter 2075 Beast Taming Heavenly Master! 

"Hahaha!" 

With a burst of wild laughter, the man flew down. It was the beast Taming Master. 

"Who is it?" Ye chen asked coldly. 

"I am the beast taming heavenly master. You have come to the territory of the beast taming tribe." 

"I don't care where this place is. Blocking my way is a capital crime!" The Emperor said. 
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"What?" 

The beast Taming Master did not expect ye chen to be so overbearing that he wanted to punish him 

immediately. A cold smile appeared at the corner of his mouth. He carefully sized up ye chen. Although 

the initial stage of the itinerant immortal was not bad for human cultivators, in his opinion, it was still 

too far away. 

"Ignorant scholar, how dare you be so rude to me? Do you know that I can kill you here with a single 

thought?" 

"Hahaha, I really didn't know!" 

Hearing the heavenly Master's words, ye chen laughed wildly. He stomped on the ground and a starry 

sword light shot toward the heavenly master. 

"Swish!" 

The sword light rushed into the miasma. The Taoist master squinted his eyes and then chanted a spell. 

The endless miasma surged wildly and turned into sharp claws, grabbing the sword light. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The sword light and the miasma were constantly entangled in the air, colliding, and finally both turned 

into nothingness. 

"You have some ability!" 

Sensing the power of the sword Qi, the beast Taming Master felt that he had underestimated the person 

in front of him. However, in this miasma Rift Valley, he had an absolute geographical advantage and was 

not afraid at all. 

Looking at the person before him, ye Chen's eyes turned slightly cold. He had already seen the clues. 

This person was an evil spirit. He could confirm it through the strong senses of the Demon's Eye. 

However, this person seemed to have obtained some of the beastmen's abilities. This made ye chen 

connect it to the great dark energy formation from before. It had absorbed the beastmen's souls 

through their ignorance. In that case, as the heavenly master of the ferocious beast tribe, did this person 

absorb some power from the ferocious beast tribe through this? 

"You're ye chen, right?" 

Suddenly, the heavenly master spoke again and directly called out ye Chen's name. 

"Oh, it seems like you know me." 

"Of course, you've become famous in many continents after destroying the nether prison evil spirit 

headquarters. However, in front of me, you can only accept your death." 

"Eh? You don't seem to understand the logic that trouble comes from the mouth!" 

"Hahaha, I'm just too knowledgeable. That's why I'm giving you a warning. Get lost immediately, or I'll 

kill you without mercy!" 



Seeing the arrogance of the person before him, ye Chen's face revealed a ghostly smile. A ball of sword 

Qi was already condensing in his hand. If he did not kill this person, how could he relieve the hatred in 

his heart? 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The heavens and earth were enraged, the earth cracked, and a powerful aura split the miasma Rift 

Valley. 

"What?" 

Even The Beastmaster Angel trembled at the sight of such power. He thought back to all the information 

he'd received before, and all of it had pointed to the fact that this man was not easy to deal with. If he 

could kill this man, he would make a huge contribution to the evil spirits, and his position among the evil 

spirits would definitely rise. This was a great opportunity for him to make a meteoric rise. 

"Hehehe, since you've delivered yourself to my door, you should leave your life behind!" 

Beast Taming Master sneered a few times and kept waving the scepter in his hand. Suddenly, countless 

miasma in the miasma Rift Valley rushed out like evil dragons, turning into an endless curtain that 

covered the entire land. Soon, the area within a thousand miles was surrounded by miasma. 

Beast Taming Master flew up and laughed wildly. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, before this heavenly master, you'll only die!" 

"Too many people have said this, but their fate is to die without a burial place!" 

The celestial Thearch sword reappeared in ye Chen's hand. The sword light triggered the nine Heavens 

Emperor star. Suddenly, heaven and earth were connected in a line, and the sun and moon were in the 

middle. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

p The celestial Thearch sword's body continuously emitted Starlight, and the sky was filled with stars 

that covered the sun and moon. The celestial Thearch's might shook the past and the present! 

"Detestable!" 

This was supposed to be his home ground, but now he was intimidated by ye Chen's heavenly Emperor's 

might. The beast Tamer heavenly master was furious. He wanted to completely sentence the person 

before him to eliminate his hatred. 

"Momo, Momo, Momo ..." 

Immediately, beast Taming Master began to chant all kinds of incantations. Countless miasma began to 

evolve in the void, turning into all kinds of talismans and suspended in the sky. 

These talismans were constantly connected and combined to form an even more terrifying talisman 

formation. 

"Hahaha!" 



The beast Taming Master laughed maniacally again. He was mocking ye chen. When he was building this 

charm formation, the other party did not stop him. This was the stupidest act. If he had any 

achievements in the charm formation, it would be the time of his death. 

However, he did not know that ye chen only wanted him to die with an understanding. 

"Ignorant fool, you also know how to set up an array?" 

"Damn it, I'm going to kill you!" 

The beast Taming Master was furious. He activated countless runes and began to attack ye chen. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Ye chen waved his Heavenly Sword. Instantly, sword Qi filled the air and traveled in nine directions. The 

world shook and the sun and moon collapsed! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The deafening sound of the explosion created countless shock waves that hit the talisman formation. 

It was by using this gap that ye Chen's glabella flashed and a clone rushed directly into the charm 

formation. 

"You're looking for death!" 

The beast Taming Master activated the charm, and suddenly, countless miasma corroded the person in 

front of him. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Soon, the clone completely disappeared in the sky. 

"Hahaha!" 

Just as the beast Taming Master was laughing, he realized that ye chen was standing opposite him, 

perfectly fine. Only then did he understand that the figure before was just an illusion. 

"You!" 

The Taoist master was furious and waved his scepter. This time, he released his evil energy crazily and 

no longer hid his identity. 

"Evil spirit, I'll let you go to hell to meet your companions today!" 

"You're boasting!" 

The Taoist master held his staff horizontally and his dark energy burst out. Suddenly, a giant beast 

appeared behind him. It was a green Teng mang! 

"Teng mang, devour!" 

"Roar!" 

The huge Teng mang turned into a huge mouth and swallowed. 



"What a joke!" 

"What a joke!" Ye chen flew up without retreating. Instead, he headed in the direction of Teng mang's 

devouring. The heavenly master had not expected this and was shocked. 

Then, behind ye chen, the netherworld energy exploded and the heavenly Serpent appeared. 

"Roar!" 

The heavenly Serpent was also an existence that could devour all things. However, when it fought Teng 

mang, the void cracked and the nine Heavens collapsed. For a time, the power of darkness covered the 

sky and the power of the underworld God shook the world! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

With a devouring sound, the heavenly snake entangled Teng mang and killed him with its huge mouth! 

"What?" 

The beast Taming Master was furious when he saw his Teng mang being completely devoured by ye 

Chen's heavenly snake. 

"How is that possible?" 

He looked at the scene in front of him in disbelief. Since the other party dared to devour his Teng mang, 

he would make him pay the price. The beast Taming Master waved his scepter, and the boundless 

miasma once again attacked ye chen. However, ye chen smiled coldly. With a thought, the heavenly 

Serpent rose again. 

"Roar!" 

The sky snake swallowed the sky, and the endless miasma actually all entered the mouth of the sky 

snake. 

"Hehehe, very good. This is the effect I wanted!" 

Suddenly, the heavenly master revealed a strange smile! 

Chapter 2076 Heaven Master Beheading The Chieftain! 

Seeing the heavenly master's strange smile, ye chen had already anticipated this. This miasma was an 

existence that ordinary cultivators would not be able to resist. Their toxicity could corrode everything. 

"Hahaha, idiot, do you think you can still live after absorbing so much miasma? no matter how strong 

you are, you can die now!" 

The beast Taming Master revealed his true appearance, which was the evil spirit cultivator. 

"Roar!" 

The heavenly master absorbed the endless miasma and began to evolve all kinds of fierce bi 'an beasts 

in an attempt to defeat ye chen completely. 

In the face of such crazy behavior, ye chen sneered. 
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"Ha, your plan is well thought out, but it's a pity that it's useless!" 

"What did you just say?" 

"Ah!" 

With a long shout, ye chen released the ancient God Power in his body. Instantly, the ancient God 

bloodline circulated in all the meridians in his body. The miasma and poison that had been surging in his 

body instantly collapsed. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Ye Chen's meridians kept producing rumbling sounds like a Dragon's Roar. It was a sign that the ancient 

God Power was circulating. 

As the energy of the winged Dragon spread through the air, ye chen stood in front of the beast Tamer 

heavenly master like a giant. 

"Beast Taming Master, accept your tribulation!" 

"W-what did you just say?" 

The heavenly master had already sensed that ye chen did not show any signs of being poisoned. This 

was completely beyond his imagination. Could it be that his miasma formation had no effect at all? 

His guess was right. Before ye Chen's ancient God Body, the miasma was child's play. It was completely 

swallowed by the heavenly Serpent and dissipated. 

"Slash!" 

While the beast Tamer master was still in a daze, ye chen flashed toward the beast Tamer with the 

immortal slaying Flying Dagger in hand. 

"Ah?" 

The heavenly master came to his senses and quickly retreated, trying to avoid ye Chen's attack. 

However, he had underestimated ye Chen's speed. The nine Heavens treading on Yu step was like a bolt 

of divine lightning! 

Countless bolts of lightning bloomed in the sky. These bolts of lightning became ye Chen's stepping 

stones, creating a path of lightning for him. No one could block this path, not even the heavenly master 

beast. 

"Great beast taming technique!" 

Seeing the heavenly snake devour everything, the beast Tamer wanted to use the secret technique of 

the beast taming clan to balance the heavenly snake. The beast taming itself was the nemesis of snakes. 

"Ha!" 

Ye chen sneered. The nightmare beast could restrain most snakes but it would have to retreat when 

facing the sky snake that devoured all things. 



"Roar!" 

The heavenly Serpent roared and its Dragon Qi surged. With the support of ye Chen's golden body, the 

heavenly Serpent had begun to evolve into a Dragon-snake. 

"Heavenly snake wags tail!" 

Ye chen activated the heavenly serpent's power and released it with a loud bang. The huge Serpent's 

Tail shook the sky and devoured the sky. Under the boundless darkness, the source of darkness 

appeared at the same time. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The terrifying darkness pool was like a black curtain between heaven and earth, completely intimidating 

the beast Taming Master. 

He finally understood that the true strength of the force that could destroy the nether prison 

headquarters by itself was ruthless. 

"Beast taming heavenly master, die!“ 

"No!" 

The beast Taming Master finally realized his incompetence. Before the celestial Emperor, he was just an 

ant, not even an ant. 

"The celestial Emperor ordered the sword to spin!" 

Ye chen released the heavenly Serpent and its huge snake body wrapped around everything. Instantly, 

the beast Tamer master was trapped in the heavenly Serpent formation. Then, ye chen released the 

power of the heavenly Sword and combined it with the man-sword divine power, instantly locking onto 

the beast Tamer. Under such a pincer attack, the beast Tamer master could not use his own true 

immortal cultivation base at all. By the time he saw ye chen, it would be useless no matter what kind of 

divine power he had. The divine weapon was right in front of him, and it was time to take his life! 

"Slash!" 

Ye Chen's Nine Heavens Yu steps was eternal in one encounter on the lightning path. 

"Swish!" 

With a cutting sound, blood splattered five steps away, and beast Taming master's figure was stunned 

on the spot. 

This scene was perfectly seen by the beast Tamer clan's powerhouses behind. The beast Tamer heavenly 

master, the final link between them and the dark energy, had been mercilessly killed by ye chen. 

"Heavenly teacher, heavenly teacher Tao Wu is dead!" 

"The heavenly teacher has passed away." 

Someone shouted. In their frightened eyes, the head of the beast Taming Master flew up into the sky. 



Ye chen flew on the sky Serpent and crossed the miasma Rift Valley, flying to the peak on the other side. 

"The beast Taming Master is transformed from an evil spirit. Since you acknowledge him as a master, 

are you going to collude with the evil spirit?" 

"Ah? This ..." 

Upon hearing ye Chen's words, the nightmare beast clansmen were horrified. They had no idea about 

such high-end matters. They only knew that the heavenly master had an extremely high position in the 

clan and had worked with the chieftain to create such a large array. They did not expect ye chen to 

break it. 

"We don't know anything!" 

The powerhouses present knelt down one after another and kept worshipping ye chen. They had 

already regarded ye chen as a God they worshipped. 

"Hmph, you fools, I'll spare your lives for now. If you dare to cooperate with the evil spirit again, you'll 

die under the heavenly Sword!" 

"Yes, yes!" 

The experts nodded. 

"Lead the way, I'm going to the chieftain's chieftain's chieftain's chieftain's Palace!" 

"Yes!" 

A powerhouse led the way for ye chen, heading toward the main hall of the beast Tamer clan. 

Within the beast taming Hall, an expert reported back. 

"Lord chieftain, the beast taming heavenly master has been killed by ye chen. The miasma Rift Valley 

formation has been broken!" 

"What?" 

The chieftain revealed a look of horror. He was very clear about the identity of the beast Taming Master. 

He was a high-level emissary sent by the evil spirits. If he died within the beast taming clan, then their 

good days would be over. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Just as he was hesitating, a sudden clap of thunder appeared between heaven and earth. The celestial 

Thearch descended on the heavenly snake. 

"Roar!" 

The sky snake roared, shaking the world and forcing the nightmare beast clansmen to retreat. 

"Where's the chief of the beast taming tribe?" 



A question that shook thousands of li, a powerful sound wave that shook the nine Heavens, 

reverberated through the entire fierce beast tribe, and the Beast Tamer chieftain did not dare to ignore 

it. 

The nightmare beast race members flew out and looked at the sky. They discovered a person who was 

supremely dignified and shining with boundless light. He was like a god, and his formation couldn't be 

seen. He rode a heavenly snake and held a Heavenly Sword in his hand as he looked down on the people 

of the world with an insufferably arrogant expression. 

"Who are you?" 

The chieftain asked. 

"Whoosh!" 

Ye chen did not respond. He threw out a head. It was the beast taming heavenly master. 

When everyone saw the head's appearance, they were all horrified. The beast Tamer heavenly master 

was the clan's chief priest. He usually had a high status and great prestige. Now, he had been killed on 

the spot by ye chen and had even delivered himself to the chieftain. This scene was too shocking. 

Everyone was uneasy and looked at the chieftain. 

"You dare to kill my race's high priest?" The beast taming chieftain loudly questioned. 

"Hmph, cooperating with evil spirits, you don't have to be the chieftain!" 

"Ah?" 

The beast Tamer chieftain was shocked. It seemed that the other party knew everything. Cooperating 

with the evil spirit was a secret. Many people in the clan did not know about this. Now that ye chen had 

revealed it, the beast Tamer chieftain had no choice but to face it! 

Chapter 2077 Annihilate The Evil Spirit! 

"Don't talk nonsense. The heavenly master is a member of my beast taming tribe. You killed the 

heavenly master and framed the evil spirit. You really deserve to die!" 

The beast taming chieftain glared at ye chen with a cold expression. He tried his best to maintain his 

dignity. He was only relying on the home-ground advantage to suppress ye chen with his aura so that he 

could not move. However, he did not know that this was the stupidest move. 

In front of the celestial Thearch, the number of people and the aura were all non-existent! 

"This person killed the heavenly master and destroyed my beast taming tribe. Does he deserve to die?" 

"Damn it, damn it, damn it!" 

Under the chief's instigation, the crowd was furious at ye chen. 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye chen laughed wildly. He released his sword Qi and pointed it at the head. 
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"Zi Zi Zi!" 

As the sword Qi touched the head, the head began to transform into the appearance of an evil spirit. 

After everyone saw this, they all revealed a look of horror. 

The chieftain frowned slightly. He had not expected ye chen to be able to make the beast taming 

heavenly master reveal his true appearance. 

But now that things had come to this, he had to fight to the end. 

"This person used demonic magic to harm the heavenmaster's head. Kill him!" 

"Kill, kill, kill!" 

Seeing the people around them shouting wildly, the beast Tamer clansmen who had submitted to ye 

chen felt immense pressure and began to approach the beast Tamer tribe. 

He saw that these ignorant people were bewitched by the chieftain and could not tell the truth! 

"Ha, you idiots, then let this Emperor beat you until you wake up!" 

Ye chen sneered. The heavenly Sword in his hand flickered with a cold light. The heavenly snake danced 

behind him, and a foul wind blew. 

"Damn it, kill!" 

The chieftain gave the order to kill. Countless nightmare beast clansmen attacked and charged at ye 

chen. 

"Impudent!" 

Ye chen waved the seven-foot sword in his hand. Suddenly, the sword's light froze the nineteen 

prefectures and the sword Qi reverberated in the universe! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The sword Qi caused the ground to crack and the mountains to collapse. Many of the monster bull clan 

members were sent flying, their bodies frozen and unable to move. 

Painful moans filled the entire scene. With a single sword strike, it shocked everyone! 

"Beast Tamer chieftain, it's a joke to cooperate with the evil spirit for long-term peace. Since you don't 

repent, I can only kill you!" 

"Roar!" 

The heavenly snake roared, and the aura of a violent wind filled the entire beast taming tribe. Many 

cultivators were unable to resist this storm and were swept away. 

"Ah!" 

Seeing how useless his Warriors were, the monster bull chieftain flew into a rage and flew up. A huge 

shadow of a monster bull appeared behind him and confronted the sky snake. 



The massive nightmare beast revealed itself, and many of the nightmare beast clansmen retreated, not 

daring to approach. 

"Kill him, kill him!" 

They kept shouting to kill and still had hope in the chieftain but in ye Chen's eyes, he was no different 

from a dead man! 

"Heavenly Emperor command: resplendent earth sword reverse slash!" 

In the face of the Grand shadow of the nightmare beast, ye Chen's sword slashed in reverse. On the 

ground, an incomparably tall peak rose from the ground like a pillar that held up the sky. It instantly 

shocked everyone present. In their eyes, all they could see was a terrifying scene that could topple the 

sky and overturn the earth. 

"Ah!" 

Many people didn't have time to react before they fell into the cracks in the ground and disappeared. 

Such an apocalyptic scene caused countless nightmare beasts to reveal expressions of fear. The outsider 

before them was like a God of heaven and earth, unshakeable. They had lost enough confidence in their 

tribal chief. This was the natural fear of facing a super expert. 

Many of the nightmare beast clansmen retreated. They could only hope that the tribal chief could 

defeat the man in front of them. 

"Kill!" 

The chief let out a furious roar, fusing with the nightmare beast shadow behind him and unleashing its 

sharp claws. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

It waved its sharp claws, trying to break through the sky snake's blockade. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

At this moment, sword Qi was continuously emitted from the heavenly serpent's mouth. Now that ye 

chen and the heavenly serpent's consciousness had merged, the heavenly Serpent was like ye Chen's 

arm and finger, which he could command and use at will. 

Endless sword Qi shot out from the snake's mouth and instantly wrapped around the nightmare beast's 

shadow. 

The nightmare beast was unable to move, and could only spin around in the sword Qi. 

Seeing that he was trapped in the sword array, the chieftain began to panic. He used his divine abilities 

in a disorderly manner, even using evil spirit divine abilities to try to break free. 

And all of this was seen by many nightmare beast powerhouses. They gradually realized that their 

chieftain had actually cooperated with an evil spirit and obtained an evil spirit martial art. 

"The celestial Emperor has ordered the destruction of the misty Heavenly Sword!" 



Finding the right time, ye chen locked onto the chieftain's flaw with a single glance. Heavenly Sword, 

heaven and earth move, sun and moon shock, Demon God sorrow! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The heavenly snake opened its mouth and the heavenly Sword sword Qi transformed into a huge pillar 

of light that shot out toward the nightmare beast's shadow. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The deafening sound of an explosion caused the entire void to explode! 

The shadow of the nightmare beast, which had been extremely arrogant a moment ago, was completely 

crushed into dust by the sword light of the heaven sword's Destruction Sword. 

The nightmare beast's shadow dissipated, and the chieftain was forced back by the continuous attacks 

of the sword Qi from the sky sword. 

"Pfft!" 

The pressure of the sword energy continued to rise, and the chieftain's chest was crushed, causing blood 

to spray out. 

"The chieftain's Taowu has lost!" 

Someone shouted. 

Following this, countless nightmare beast clansmen shouted,"the chief has lost!" 

In the end, the sword Qi materialized and nailed the monster trainer chieftain to the rock wall. 

"Ah!" 

He wailed in pain, but no one from the beast taming tribe came to his rescue. First, it was because the 

chieftain had been defeated, and second, they all understood that the beast taming heavenly master 

was an evil spirit, and the chieftain was the one who cooperated with the evil spirit. 

At this moment, the chief looked at the elders in the hall and shouted to save him. 

A few elders were afraid that things would fall apart, so they all attacked to kill. 

"Kill!" 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The chieftain was killed on the spot by several palm strikes! 

This scene shocked countless nightmare beast clansmen. No one had expected that these elders would 

personally kill the chieftain. 

Ye chen could tell the identity of these elders at a glance. They wanted to kill them to silence them. 

p "Why don't you show your true faces!" 

"What? This senior, we are all elders of the nightmare beast race, this is our true appearance!" 



"Impudent!" 

Ye chen was furious. These B * stards still dared to deny it. The heavenly Dragon's Roar reverberated in 

all directions and instantly locked onto the three elders before him. 

Then, the sky snake opened its huge mouth and shot out several rays of light. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Under the light, the three of them had nowhere to hide and turned into their evil spirit forms. 

"Ye chen, you deserve to die!" 

The three of them had been exposed and they charged at ye chen in a frenzy. 

"Hahaha, a cornered dog will do something desperate. It's just a few more corpses!" 

Ye chen laughed wildly, the heavenly Sword in his hand slashing mercilessly! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Three sword lights streaked across. The sky was clear and the sun was bright, but evil was not hidden. 

The sword Qi caused evil energy to be hidden. The heart of the sword was righteous, but evil was 

hidden! 

"Ah!" 

Three heads flew into the sky, and the nightmare beast clansmen all revealed expressions of shock. 

"This is a God. This is a God that the heavens have arranged to save us!" 

"God!" Someone shouted. Following that, countless nightmare beast clansmen began to chant "God". Ye 

chen was high above everyone and accepted their worship! 

Chapter 2078 The Golden Eagle Restaurant! 

After killing the three great hidden evil spirits and the Master of the Monster tamer clan, ye chen had 

completely exterminated the monster tamer clan. 

Now that everyone had seen through the three great evil spirit elders 'true colors, they all realized their 

mistakes. They listened to ye Chen's arrangements and let the beast Tamer clan set sail again. 

"You don't need to see me off, I'll be leaving." 

Ye chen rode the sword of stars and flew away. Everyone continued to pay their respects and even built 

a statue for ye chen in the clan. 

After leaving the outskirts of the beast territory, ye chen had already realized that the evil spirits had a 

strong control over the beast territory. It was just as the people from nether prison had said, one had to 

go through many tests to reach the nether God Hall. 

After riding the stars sword for a few days, ye chen suddenly felt a chaotic energy in front of him, which 

gave him a very uneasy feeling. 
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He stood on the peak of a mountain and looked down at the world below. 

"The hundred beasts Kingdom!" 

Ye Chen's spiritual will moved and immediately sensed the name of the Grand domain before him. 

This was the core area of the beast territory, and the Imperial City of the beast territory was located 

within it. In front of them, some sort of ceremony was being held in this huge capital. 

"With such a complex aura, it would be a good place to hide." 

He looked down and recalled the various auras of the Warriors from the beast Realm. He then turned 

around and transformed into a nightmare beast and walked down. 

When he arrived outside the capital, he realized that the management was very strict. To enter the city, 

one had to prove their identity. 

Ye chen took out the animal tooth he had obtained from the beast Tamer clan and showed it to the city 

guard. 

"This is the token of the beast Tamer clan's chief, are you a Beast Tamer aristocrat?" 

"It is!" 

Ye chen replied. 

"Alright, go in!" 

After retrieving the animal tooth pendant, ye chen entered the capital city. 

The Grand gate of the capital city was like the mouth of a giant beast, and its fangs were the doorposts. 

It released waves of Majesty that made people tremble in fear. 

As ye chen walked in, he realized that there were all kinds of people in the capital. They were the 

powerhouses from various tribes in the beast Realm. They had gathered here at the same time and 

combined with the scene of the ceremony he had seen earlier, he felt that something was about to 

happen. 

In order to obtain more information, ye chen went straight to the center of the capital city, a restaurant 

where many powerhouses had gathered. 

He could sense several extremely powerful auras here. 

Sitting at a table by the window, ye Chen's cold eyes swept across the surrounding space. He found that 

there were many true immortal rank powerhouses hidden among the drinking crowd. 

Those people had also sensed ye Chen's presence. Many of them looked at him coldly and many of them 

sneered. 

"I didn't expect that the people of the nightmare beast race would also come to the Imperial City. Are 

they also here to participate in this grand event?" 



"The fierce beast tribe is located in the outer layer of the beast territory. It is the most remote place, and 

the cultivators there are all trash!" 

"That's right. The people there lack cultivation resources. How can they have the face to participate in 

the Grand meeting?" 

When ye chen heard these people's words, he clearly felt their malice. They must be looking down on 

the beast Tamer clan but this was not what he cared about. What he wanted to know was the so-called 

grand event. 

"Sir, this is our restaurant's best wine and food, try it!" 

At this moment, one of the shop's staff came up with wine and dishes. 

,m Ye chen took a look and found that his wine and food were obviously different from the others '. 

They were not on the same level. 

"Stop!" 

Just as the waiter was about to leave, ye chen called out to him. 

"What do you mean?" 

The waiter turned to look at ye chen and sneered. It was obvious that he was trying to provoke ye chen. 

This showed that in his eyes, ye chen was also a low-level cultivator and was not worthy of his attention. 

Ye chen pointed at the food and wine on the table and said,""Why are my dishes different from theirs?" 

"Hehe, What's the Difference? they're all dishes and wine!" 

"Hahaha!" 

Seeing this scene, many powerhouses sneered sarcastically. They wanted to see what the nightmare 

beast Clansman was capable of. In their eyes, based on ye Chen's identity, he should not have appeared 

in this place. 

If it were not for the fact that it was during the event, they would have kicked ye chen out. 

"Why don't you try it?" 

"Eh? Kid, we're giving you face, aren't we? do you think a high-end restaurant like ours is a place you 

should come to, country bumpkin?" 

Looking at the waiter's arrogant expression, ye chen finally realized that the ferocious beast clan was 

such a low-class race in the beast Realm. 

However, the other party's provocation was too much. How could ye chen tolerate it? 

If I don't teach him a lesson this time, he'll really think that he can fly into the sky! 

Ye chen reached out and gently grabbed the food and wine. 

Crack, crack, crack! 



All of a sudden, the plates, bowls, and all kinds of wine and food were crushed into a ball. 

"You're looking for death!" 

The waiter instantly went berserk. To be able to open a shop here, one naturally had an extraordinary 

background. Furthermore, these waiters were all loose immortal experts. 

"BOOM!" 

The man's eyes widened and he threw a punch at ye chen. This punch contained a powerful force. This 

force was very primitive and seemed to be unleashed instinctively. Ye chen opened his demon eyes and 

instantly recognized this man as a Yayu Bearman! 

"Roar!" 

The man roared and threw a punch at ye chen. It was as if an entire mountain was coming at ye chen. 

The surrounding powerhouses sneered. They thought that this punch could completely crush ye chen. 

"Swish!" 

However, just as everyone was ready to drink and watch the show, the waiter's punch stopped a foot 

away from ye chen. 

"Ah!" 

The waiter roared and wanted to throw a punch but he could not move even an inch forward. His fist 

was blocked by ye Chen's palm. Not only was it blocked, but it was also countered. He could not even 

escape. 

"You, how did you do that?" 

The Bearman shouted in shock. 

"Ha, what did I do? a piece of trash like you dares to attack me?" 

As he spoke, there was a "boom" and the bear man's face was pressed onto the table, mixing with the 

wine and dishes, as well as the fragments of the plates. 

"Ah, ah!" 

The werebear kept on shouting like a chicken! 

Upon seeing this, everyone's expression turned grave. Many of them stared coldly at ye chen, puzzled. 

"What's wrong with this kid? he actually subdued the Bearman so easily!" 

"No way. Aren't the monster bull clan all trash? what's up with this kid?" 

While the crowd was discussing, ye chen pressed the Bearman's face against the broken Porcelain 

pieces. The Bearman's face was beyond recognition and he was in great pain. 

Da, da, da!" 

At this moment, dozens of Bearman guards rushed out and surrounded ye chen. 



"Trash from the nightmare beast clan, how dare you cause trouble in our Golden Eagle Restaurant? Let 

him go, then kneel down and admit your guilt!" 

The leader of the bear men shouted angrily at ye chen. 

"Wuwuwu!" 

At this moment, the Bearman was already breathless from ye Chen's crushing. His mouth was filled with 

crushed food and plates. He was in extreme pain! 

Chapter 2079 The Eagle Clan's Killing God! 

"Let him go, or we'll make a move!" 

The leader of the werebears shouted at ye chen fiercely. It was obvious that he had reached the limit of 

his patience. 

Ye chen did not care at all. With a sudden grab, the Bearman from before was directly caught. His mouth 

was full of broken plates as he whimpered in a sorry state. Upon seeing this scene, the leader of the 

Bearman tribe was furious. This was a huge insult to their Bearman tribe. How could he tolerate such a 

thing? 

"You're looking for death!" 

Dozens of Bearman Warriors surrounded ye chen, revealing their evil expressions. 

The people who were drinking around them started to watch the show. In this kind of troublesome 

place, there would be conflicts every day. There would even be people being carried out every day. The 

worse case was that they might be chopped up and fed to the dogs. 

"Ah!" 

Dozens of burly men charged at ye chen at the same time. Each of them extended their sharp claws, 

which contained a powerful force. In an extremely small area, they could burst out with a super-

powerful force that could tear everything apart. This was the characteristic of the Bear Clan. 

"Roar!" 

At this moment, ye Chen's body suddenly burst out with a powerful Celestial Emperor dragon energy. 

The werebears who had wanted to kill him earlier felt that their bodies were out of their control. Like 

kites with broken strings, they were sent flying. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Many bear Warriors were smashed into the surrounding walls like pieces of dough, and they all revealed 

looks of pain. It was a spectacular sight. 

When the surrounding people saw this, they were all shocked. It was already a miracle that ye chen had 

crushed the waiter by himself. Now, he could send dozens of bear Warriors who were stronger than the 

waiter flying with a roar. This was completely unreasonable. 
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In their eyes, the people of the beast Tamer clan were all cowards. Every time they came to the Imperial 

City, they would walk to the corners. How could there be an existence like ye chen? this had completely 

broken their understanding. 

Many powerhouses even had the urge to compete with ye chen. After all, this was the hundred beast 

Imperial City. Those who could establish themselves here were the best of their respective tribes. 

Naturally, their desire to fight was different from ordinary people. 

"How's the taste?" 

Ye chen asked the waiter. 

"Wuwu ..." 

The waiter could not help but stammer, his mouth full of porcelain pieces. He looked at ye chen with 

fear in his eyes and no longer had any arrogance. 

"Swish!" 

Ye Chen's palm moved quickly and hit the waiter's back. Suddenly, the wine, dishes, and porcelain 

pieces burst out. 

"Cough, cough, cough!" 

The Bearman coughed non-stop. The leader of the Bearmen gave him a look. The Bearman understood 

and turned around to punch ye chen in the face. 

"Swish!" 

"Crack!" 

To everyone's surprise, the werebear's fist was blocked by ye chen again. Then, ye chen grabbed with 

brute force and the sound of bone armor being crushed came from the space. 

"Ah!" 

The sound of pain reverberated through the entire restaurant. The werebear's fist was completely 

shattered! 

"Ah?" 

It was only now that everyone understood ye Chen's strength. 

The way many people looked at ye chen had completely changed. Many of them were shocked, and 

some were cold. However, they began to take ye chen seriously. The person in front of them was 

completely different from the average member of the beast Tamer clan. This had become a consensus. 

"Not only is this person arrogant, but his strength is also extraordinary. He doesn't look like a member of 

the nightmare beast race at all. What's going on?" 

Now, ye chen had become mysterious in everyone's eyes. Just the fact that he dared to smash the 

Golden Eagle Tower's signboard was enough to shock everyone. 



The bear man leader was shocked. Before this, he had thought that a member of the beast Tamer clan 

like ye chen could be casually killed and thrown out. He did not expect that not only did ye chen not hurt 

him, but his own clansmen were also sent flying and screaming in pain. 

"You ... How dare you cause trouble in the Golden Eagle Tower? do you know the consequences?" 

"Consequences? what consequences? I only know that the ultimate consequences will be for you to 

anger me!" 

Ye Chen's eyes released the most terrifying light of death. When the Bearman leader saw those eyes, 

the deepest part of his soul trembled. It was as if he saw the heavenly Emperor on the notice standing in 

front of him and he himself was an ant, struggling to survive. 

"Swish!" 

His legs gave way and he knelt on the ground. 

"Ah?" 

The crowd was even more confused. This Bearman leader was a noble of the Bearman tribe, yet he knelt 

down in front of ye chen. More importantly, no one knew why he knelt down. A terrifying atmosphere 

filled the place. 

"All of you, come over here and kowtow to this Lord!" 

The Bearman leader's actions were even more incomprehensible. Not only did he kneel down, but he 

even ordered his subordinates to kneel down to ye chen. Such an action was already unbelievable. 

Da, da, da!" 

The werebears who had been sent flying did not dare to have any other thoughts. They came over to ye 

chen and knelt down, kowtowing and admitting their mistakes. 

"My Lord, we failed to recognize Mount Tai. Please spare our lives!" 

Under the lead of the leader, everyone knelt down and begged for mercy. This scene was like a fantasy 

in everyone's hearts, far beyond their imagination. 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye chen laughed wildly and stepped on the head of the Bearman leader. Then, he looked at the people 

around him and sneered. 

The surrounding powerhouses stood up one after another. They could clearly feel ye Chen's 

provocation. They did not expect a member of the beast Tamer clan to be so arrogant. If they did not 

respond, were they admitting defeat? 

"Damn it!" 

Before they could make a move, a cold shout suddenly came from the space, followed by the cry of an 

Eagle. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 



A gust of cold wind blew past, and everyone retreated. They could already feel a strong killing intent 

rushing through the space. Those who often came to drink would naturally know that this was the killing 

God of the Eagle Clan, bi an Leng Ying! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

His body moved quickly, and in the blink of an eye, his sharp claws had already attacked. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Following that, a few streaks of blood splattered into the sky. The dozens of werebears froze on the 

spot, and their eyes widened as they fell to the ground one after another. This was the so-called 'cut off 

their throats at the sight of blood'! 

Although the Bearman race had a higher status than the nightmare beast race, they were still a lower 

race in the Imperial City. Many of them were used as servants and slaves. No one would care about their 

lives. 

"Do you know who you are? you are stirring up trouble in our Golden Eagle Tower." 

At this moment, a tall and thin man appeared in front of them. His hands were still stained with the 

blood of the dozens of werebears, which was dripping down. 

Upon seeing this, everyone thought that ye chen was dead for sure this time. 

"This brat dared to cause trouble in Golden Eagle Tower. Leng Ying will kill him!" 

"Ha, nightmare beast clansmen, they deserve to die!" 

"Let's see what kind of cruel methods frigid Eagle has to torture him to death!" 

The surrounding people revealed sinister smiles one after another, waiting to watch a good 

Chapter 2080 Offer The Golden Eagle Tower! 

"Identity? Hahaha!" 

When ye chen heard the word "status", he laughed out loud. Then, he looked at icehawk as if he was 

looking at a skeleton. He did not make a sound. 

"What?" 

Icehawk was an assassin. He immediately sensed the powerful killing intent exuding from ye Chen's 

body. This kind of killing intent could materialize and shock both his soul and body. Moreover, only he 

could clearly feel this shock because it was sent to him by ye chen. 

The corner of his mouth kept twitching, and the muscles on his face began to twist. This kind of mental 

pressure was too great. Ever since he became an assassin, he had never tasted such a terrifying killing 

intent. The person in front of him was more like an assassin than him, even the King of Assassins. This 

feeling was not good, and it made his anger automatically soar. 

"Damn it!" 
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A cold glint flashed in frigid Eagle's eyes. His figure flashed and he headed straight for ye chen. 

"You're angry just like that? you're not a qualified killer." 

"You know that I'm a killer?" 

"Hahaha!" 

In the face of icehawk's questioning, ye chen only sneered. Then, the surrounding space was instantly 

trapped in the eighteen chaos slaughter array. 

"Ding Ling Ling ..." 

Countless bell chimes reverberated in the air, entering icehawk's ears. It was like the death knell of the 

Grim Reaper, causing his body to tremble uncontrollably. He felt the most terrifying coldness, the feeling 

of a corpse. He looked at his body, it was rotting, and there were even maggots crawling out of it. 

"Ah, ah?" 

The moment he met ye chen, icehawk fell into a state where he could not extricate himself. He watched 

as his body decayed and his mind collapsed. He even felt as if he had been hit by a sorcery. 'Tame head'. 

Shouldn't this be his own technique? why is it happening to me now? is this the cycle of the heavenly 

Dao? 

Icehawk was on the verge of a mental breakdown. His legs could no longer support his weight, and he 

knelt on the ground. 

The scene he saw skipped past the horror. His martial will had been completely crushed by the Demon's 

Eye, and he had already fallen into the double illusion of the chaotic killing intent formation and the 

Demon's Eye, unable to extricate himself. 

"Devil, this is a devil, a devil!" 

Frigid Eagle cried out hysterically. The surrounding people were dumbfounded. They had thought that 

frigid Eagle would toy with his prey like a chicken and kill ye chen. However, what they saw was frigid 

Eagle kneeling in front of ye chen like the most fragile life, looking up at an unattainable existence. No 

one could understand this scene. Many people were dumbfounded. 

"What's wrong with icehawk? What is this?" 

"Aren't we waiting for him to torture this kid to death? what's the situation now?" 

"Is icehawk paying his respects to that brat, or is he kowtowing?" 

As the discussion continued, the powerhouses 'eyes were filled with disbelief. Meanwhile, icehawk's 

men were even more dumbfounded. Their boss was now kneeling in front of ye chen and constantly 

calling him a demon. Did he think that ye chen was the demon? 

Even if it was a demon, it was impossible to make icehawk so frightened. Everyone was puzzled! 

"You bunch of animals, why don't you F * cking kneel down and worship the great God?" 



Icehawk yelled at his men and even used a killing move. None of them dared to resist and knelt in front 

of ye chen. 

It was going to be a good show this time. The number one fighter of the Golden Eagle Tower, Leng Ying, 

had been completely defeated this time. The Golden Eagle Tower had lost all its face. 

"Ha, do you realize your mistake?" 

Ye chen asked with a cold smile. 

"Yes, yes, we have. We failed to recognize your greatness. Please forgive us. We are willing to offer you 

the Golden Eagle Tower. Please accept it!" 

"Ah?" 

The surrounding experts were even more shocked. Leng Ying wanted to offer up the entire Golden Eagle 

Tower. He was not the master of the Golden Eagle Tower, was he? 

"Alright, as long as you offer it, I'll dare to accept it!" 

Ye chen flew up to the high platform and looked down at the people below with disdain. At this 

moment, everyone looked at him in a different light. After all, icehawk was a ruthless character. Even he 

thought that this man was a God. What else could those so-called powerhouses say? they could only 

stand there and not dare to speak. 

"Impudent!" 

At this moment, a cold voice came from the top of the building. Ye chen laughed and looked in that 

direction. It was a middle-aged lady flying down. 

"Icehawk, How dare you! Not only are you intimidated by this scholar, but you also want to offer up the 

Golden Eagle Tower. Who Do You Think You Are? you're just an outsider, how dare you make your own 

decisions?" 

"Outsider, I'm also a member of the Eagle tribe. I'm also responsible for the affairs of the Golden Eagle 

Tower. How can I not make the decision? I must offer the Golden Eagle Tower to this senior!" 

"Senior? He? Hahaha!" 

The middle-aged woman looked at ye chen and laughed out loud. In her opinion, ye chen was just a 

young man in his twenties. He was only an itinerant immortal. How old could he be? Leng Ying was also 

a true immortal who had cultivated for hundreds of years. Was he not afraid of embarrassment by 

calling him that? 

In the face of the middle-aged woman's ridicule, ye chen smiled slightly, and then a light flashed 

between his brows. 

"What?" 

At first, the woman was stunned. Then, the scene she saw changed instantly. She was no longer in her 

Golden Eagle Tower, but in the 18 levels of hell. 



"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The hellish flames were burning around them, and the Cerberus's roars were deafening. It looked at the 

rivers of blood around it, and the countless little ghosts that were nailed to the rock wall, skinned and 

twitching, screaming in pain. 

"How does it feel to see how you look after you die?" 

At this moment, a rough and forceful voice sounded. The woman was stunned and looked up into the 

sky. She discovered a Black Deity the size of a mountain peak looking at her. It was Yama! 

"Hahaha!" 

The Yama laughed loudly and stretched out his sharp claws to grab the woman's body, squeezing it 

gently. 

"Ah!" 

The woman felt as if her body was made of noodles. She was being squeezed to the point of death. Her 

bones and tendons were all broken, and her qi and blood flowed backward. 

"Spare me, spare me, spare me!" 

"Are you willing to offer your Golden Eagle Tower?" 

"I'm willing, I'm willing, I'm willing!" 

"Hahaha!" 

The Yama's laughter gradually evolved into ye Chen's voice. Only then did the woman come to her 

senses. She looked at the young man in front of her as if she was looking at the real Yama. Her legs went 

soft and she knelt on the ground. 

"Ah?" 

This was the true master of the Golden Eagle Tower, yet he was also kneeling in front of ye chen. This 

scene completely shocked everyone present. 

They kept swallowing their saliva. Who was this person in front of them? why did he have such a 

powerful Majesty that everyone had to bow down to him? 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Suddenly, Thunder rumbled and the space trembled. The Qi of the celestial Emperor filled the air. 

Everyone felt like they lost control of their bodies and knelt down. 

Only a small number of powerhouses could rely on their powerful martial intent to resist, but they were 

still intimidated! 

 


